Plantview

Guide 7

VIRTUAL TOUR mode
In this guide, the settings and interface of the virtual tour mode is explained
Prerequisite: You have placed your elements (Tutorial 6)
Use Plantview Workspace
Navigate: Opens NAVIGATE mode
Interface Type: Full-desktop, Minimized-tablets
Neighbours actions: Optimization tools for virtual tour

Refresh: Refreshes the view
Close: Closes the view

Element Information area
Annotations: Toggle annotations in Virtual Tour
Viewing mode: Toggles display from Edit to View
mode
Settings: Display settings
Search: Find neighbours and info points
Measurements: Opens the laser scan viewer
Go back: Returns to the previous position
the laser
scan viewer
the
laser scan viewer
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Annotations: Toggle annotations in mini map
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Settings (valid for all elements)
Panoramas and Scan Neighbours
Hide overlapping neighbours
Layers and Images Neighbours
Neighbours distance
Hide all neighbors
Hide all info points
Hide Project North indication line

Limits the number of panoramas and scans displayed
Limits the display of overlapping neighbours.
Only the first one will be displayed
Limits the number of layers and images displayed
Limits the display of neighbours to a defined distance
Hides all neighbours
Hides all information points
Hides the project north help lines
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Neighbour actions are designed to optimize a virtual tour experience by customizing the display of neighbours.
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With a right-click on the neighbour you have the following options:

Hide
Move position
Adjust Project North
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With a right-click on a neighbour that was moved and hidden you have the following options:

Show
Move position
Restore position
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Hides the neighbour from this position.
Will be made transparent in edit mode, will not be shown in viewing mode
Moves the neighbour to a new position. Moved positions are highlighted
Fine Adjustment of the project north orientation. (see point 12)

Shows the neighbour in this position.
Transparency is removed
Moves the neighbour to a new position. Moved positions are highlighted
Moves the neighbour back to its original position. Highlight is removed

Neighbours actions

Hide Neighbours

Reset Positions
Hide not moved
Show Neighbours
Hide all not moved
Show all

Hides all neighbours for the element.
In Edit mode all neighbours show transparent, if you switch to viewing mode
the neighbours will not be shown, same as viewing from a View account.
Brings all neighbours back to their original positions.
Hides all positions not moved in this element
Shows all positions in this element. Any hidden elements are now shown.
Hides all positions not moved in all elements
Shows all positions in all elements in the virtual tour.
Any hidden elements are now shown everywhere in the virtual tour.
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